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Studio Project: Retail Space
Organic Luxury
Experience:
-I created a space that embodies the concept of the
company while achieving the
experience of organic luxury
for customers.
- The design exhibits the
product as if it was ‘art in a
museum’ allowing customers to view the product in a
refined way.
-Smooth linear lines create
visual pathways that lead
customers from one end of
the store, through to the
other.
- I left the space open to
allow the merchandise to
be the primary focal point
while the other elements give
the space a very serene and
natural feel. Natural like the
product itself.

Studio Project: Retail Space
Culturally Evoked
Inspiration:
-I created a floor plan that
leads customers into the
space while achieving a
culturally invoked experience
throughout the store.
-Appropriate signage reminds
customers of the product but
does not distract from the
space.
- The symmetrical design
of the store provides a very
comfortable feeling to customers while they are drawn
to middle by the curvilinear
center.
-The product comes away
from the walls to provide an
intimate setting within the
space, while mirrors around
the center reflect the space
creating the appearance of a
larger size.
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Hidden Luxuries
And Details:
-The water wall flowing behind the check-out provides
customers with the desired
feeling of serenity, reminding them of the ‘green idea’
behind the product.
-The water wall opens to a
private VIP room for customers and employees.
-The water wall is repeated
in the front window to balance and unify the space.
-A dropped curvilinear ceiling aids in making the space
feel more intimate.
-The exterior provides its own
identity while interacting
successfully with the current
structure.
-Through rendering, I displayed how the natural
colors would be brought from
the inside, out.

Studio Project: Retail Space
Soft Textiles and
Interesting Textures:
-J- I chose rich earth tone colors with
strong organic textures to dominate the
space.
-J- The soft textiles in the space will
make customers feel more involved and
prolong their desire to stay shopping.
-J- My goal was to provide a space that
felt as good as it looked. I achieved this
by choosing materials that could relate
directly back to the product itself.
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Studio Project: High School Remodel
Group Project:
-J- To help overcome the
challenges facing South
High, my group members
and I achieved a space that
would promote learning and
emphasize the culture that
the school is proud of.
-J- The current commons is
very dark and uninspiring so
our goal was to brighten the
space while providing adequate room for all of the activities the school demanded.
-J- Curvilinear lines were
introduced to the space to
promote communication and
soften the hard elements
already existing.
-J- Built in bench seating
was provided in the upper
left and right corners with
high top tables so students
could sit and stand comfortably during times of lunch
and free periods.

-J- An upper balcony was
added to the space for bar
seating, movable ottomans,
and work tables so that
groups can work on projects
and people can socialize
freely.

-J- Versatility of the space
was optimized through space
planning while adequate signage was added to the space
to remind students of the
identity of their high school.

A Global Society:
-J- ‘Educating for a global
society’ is the motto of South
High and the inspiration behind the design we created.
-J- Flags representing different global cultures curve into
the space providing symbolic
representation that South
High is unified as one.
-J- Murals are located in all
seven staircases embodying
scenes from each continent.
-J- We chose to put curvilinear glass award cases in the
four corners of the commons
to frame out the space and
remind students that South
High is proud.
- J- A large glass globe on the
upper level provides natural lighting to below, while
relating back to the school’s
motto.
-J- Flags and school banners
cover the area between the
first and second floor

-J- A more welcoming entry
was created for both aesthetics and security reasons.
-J- The new design curves
into the space with student
art behind it to create an
inviting look for the entry.
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School Colors
Remixed:
-J- After creating a re-design
for South High we were
asked to take our design to
the school board to present
our ideas.
-J- My group and I designed
a successful commons for a
school that students could
identify to and be proud of.
-J- The school colors of
orange and black inspired us
to use them conservatively
throughout the space creating warmth.
-J- Smooth, simple textures
were chosen to make students comfortable and focused on their studies rather
than the design.
-J- Adequate lighting was
added to the space to highlight details and provide an
optimal learning environment.

-J- Spot lighting was inset into
the floor around the auditorium to highlight the existing
brick and add interest.

Studio Project: Coffee Shop
Pure Industrialism :
-J- The coffee shop is located on the St. Croix river
in Hudson, Wisconsin. Therefore, I chose a very
clean color palette to compliment the surrounding environment
-J- I was inspired by the industrialism of sail boats
with the purity and sleekness of their sails.
-J- For the design I wanted to provide a space that
reflects its users; people that are refined, relaxed,
and enjoy recreation.

-J- The coffee shop uses rough elements and metals on the hard surfaces that relate to the mechanical part of sailing.
-J- Simple and light textiles with subtle blue
accents relate to the purity of the sails and the
beauty of the water.
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-J- People that use this space will be able to access
the coffee shop easily by boat and by car.
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Cape Cod Connections:
-J- Catamaran Cafe greets its customers with an open floor plan that caters to the beauty of the
river view. Immediatly upon entering the space, customers are greeted with a curvilinear service
counter for drinks that mirror a two story, double sided fireplace.
-J- Bar seating runs along the railing allowing individual guests to enjoy the view privately. While
large sofa’s with pull-up desks are arranged to create intimate conversational spaces. Below on
the lower level, sailboat inspired booths create privacy while flanking the double angled staircase.
-J- The Cape Cod style exteior creates an attractive space for customers to enter from both sides.

-J- I chose an open floor plan
for the space so that the view
could be optimized without
infringing upon human scale.
-J- The master suite is able
to appreciate the view due to

the sliding glass wall, which
is separated by a TV partition
that can be enjoyed on both
sides
-J- The master bath is separated by the closet to reduce

noise travel into the bedroom. The space is comfortably designed for function.
-J- This design was created
through hand drawing and
architectural lettering.
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Versatile Living:
-J- A successful color palette
symbolic of company’s color
dominates the space using
feminine patterns on masculine colors.
-J- Large sitting chairs fold
out into twin sized beds
creating a separate sleeping
area for company.
-J- A large sectional establishes the living area while
promoting communication
because of the space planning.
-I confirmed that I achieved
my goal of creating a comfortable human space by
creating the model.
- It displays the important
details of how the space is
versatile in not only fixtures,
but design as well.

AutoCAD: Condo Design I

Floor Plans:
-J- I accomplished AutoCAD by
combining my design knowledge with design technology
to create a piece that clearly
communicated its functions
and characteristics. Each
computer command provided
a way to exhibit the floor plan
and dimensions.
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AutoCAD: Condo Design II

Drawing: Perspective Drawing

Drawing Final:
-J- I successfully accomplished a realistic perspective drawing by using sketching techniques, combined
with the use of shade, shadow, and texture. This pencil
drawing was created from the
third floor of McNeal Hall.
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Lighting: Fixture Design
Cloud Inspired:
-J- This project required a nature inspired object.
-J- Therefore, my partner and I chose a cloud because of its translucent qualties and for the way
that clouds filter light.
-J- We lightly sewed the edging of the cotton to
create the rippled edges and then loosly hung
them from rings at varied heights. This created a
natural swaying look when displayed.

Second Place:
-J- Our light fixture was displayed at the University of Minnesota lighting show and receieved a
second place award.
-J- For our fixture, our slogan was; “Every cloud
has a silver lining” . This translated directly for us
because we chose to use recycled cotton fabric
and metal materials. The silver lining behind
someone’s waste is it’s potential to re-used.

The Loft: Before During and After
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Resume
DESIGN EXPERIENCE
Jonathan Adler Inc.

NYC Interior Design Firm

June-Aug. 2008

INTERN
Worked along side Jonathan Adler and other interior designers on high end residential projects in Manhattan.
Met with clients and attended construction meetings for projects while doing in office work as well.
Assisted on photo shoots for ‘House Beautiful’ magazine featuring Jonathan Adler’s designs.
Assisted Jonathan Adler public relations department and helped coordinate ‘Holiday in July’ event for product development.

Walsh Design Group

Interior Design Firm

Jan. 2006-June 2008

DESIGN & RETAIL
Design store displays and arrange items to make it more eye-catching for customers.
Provide retail service for customers by acting as the cashier and preparing their chosen item.
Imputing new merchandise using the computer systems to organize everything into files
Determine color schemes to be used within the store and additionally for design projects.
Assisted designers on location in the creation of model homes.

U of M Equity and Diversity Depart

Office Re-Design

Nov. – Dec. 2006

LEAD DESIGNER
Headed design team to analyze current office environment by interviewing current users about their needs and
Develop design strategies with a focus on diversity and creating a healthier, more attractive work space, tailored to each employee’s needs and likes.

HGTV’s “Decorating Cents”

Loft Makeover: $500.00 Budget

December 2006

ASSISTANT
Assisted designer Cy Winship in completing final design preparation prior to and during shooting.

HGTV’s “Decorating Cents”

Wedding Special: $5000.00 Budget

Sept. – Nov. 2006

INTERN
Researched budget wedding design ideas through collaboration with HGTV staff, including producer Kara Wayne and designer Todd Pinzuti.
Prepared examples of top ideas to determine the most economical and effective for TV, while also assisting in all wedding details and executing projects as assigned.
Traveled to various locations to gather supplies and assist in filming the show, including on-camera appearances with host Joan Steffen on the
day of the wedding.

U of M Design Institute

Design Camp

CAMP LEADER
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July 2006

Guided students in brainstorming creative design ideas through hands-on activities and assignments in a week-long series of classes
that culminated in students planning and implementing projects in their area of design interest.

EDUCATION
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
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School of Design - Graduation: Spring 2010

MAJOR – Interior Design
ASID member since 2007
MINORS – Construction Management and Communication Studies
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